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 Vocational certification within the 
ESW Dept
 1-year sequential program of six 

science-based classes and 
CSL/internship experience
 Prepares students to pass national 

health/fitness certification exams 
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BACKGROUND

Fitness Specialist Certificate Program (FSCP)
ES 255 Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries
ES 291 Anatomy and Kinesiology for Fitness 

Specialists 
ES 292 Exercise Physiology for Fitness Specialists 
ES 293 Strength Training/Fitness Assessments for 

Fitness Specialists 
ES 294 Exercise Program Design and Special 

Populations 
ES 196 Community Service Learning for Fitness 

Specialists 
ES 296 Internship Seminar for Fitness Specialists 
HED 158 Nutrition for Fitness and Sport 
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RATIONALE
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No program pre-requisites
• Science-based topics: anatomy, biomechanics, exercise psychology, fitness 

training principles, fitness business strategies, nutritional science, behavior 
change principles

Reading materials are challenging
• Flesch Reading Ease 21-22 
• Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level 16/17

Coursework
• Lecture setting
• Three classes, two evenings per week (6 hrs total)

Faculty, Student, Industry Feedback
• Critical thinking and professionalism
• Practical application and academic skills
• Communication and interpersonal skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
English remedial instructors to assess reading level (FK–grade 8 average reader)Curriculum set-up is mostly lecture based: semester-length classes in fall; more practical topics in spring but still lecture-basedDept. team chatted about possible solutions: changing length of class and when (i.e., to weekend or 8 week) and that we needed more informationWhat other factors should be considered?
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• “There were 1,270 people working 
in kinesiology related occupations 
in Eastern San Diego County in 
2015”

• “Fitness trainers and aerobics 
instructors had the most workers, 
with 473 jobs and a high projected 
growth rate of 22% over the next 5 
years”

The Center of Excellence for Labor Market 
Research, May 2016
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EAST COUNTY NEEDS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Javier Ayala, Dean of CTE Quotes; there is definitely a need and we suspect that need will only increase.  Here’s why:Kinesiology is the study of human movement and this academic discipline is one of the top 10 most sought-after majors in CS. This discipline prepares for work in physical therapy, athletic training, exercise physiology, worksite wellness, occupational therapy etc.SO, how to address these issues to meet growing needs? BETH’S SABBATICAL PROJECT
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Spring 2018
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1. Research 
a) Pedagogical strategies for three learning domains 

in kinesiology (affective, cognitive, psychomotor)
b) Best practices in similar vocational prep programs

2. Consult with colleagues to determine priority topics
3. Design a range of learning strategies and activities
4. Pilot, evaluate, and share

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designed an ambitious exploratory project1A: theories that we could apply to speciality area (give brief summary of learning domains)1B: what are other folks doing and how do we compare2. Adjunct faculty are primary instructors for the program so consulting with them was key (inappropriate to ask them to do this work as volunteers) 3. instructional strategies that actively engage students and build skill sets4. Extend the concepts and activities to other areas of our curriculum
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PRIORITY THEMES
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Professionalism

Industry

Soft skills

Interactive/Active Learning

Blend

Academic 
skills

Framework
Course offerings Flexibility

FSCP Team
• Sharon 

Vilarino
• Stefanie Basso
• Randy Abshier
• Cheryl Kerns-

Campbell
• Beth Kelley

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ProfessionalismIndustry expectations – ethics, confidentialitySoft skills – purposefully build into program and assessInteractive/Active Learning Blend scientific concepts with practical application (traditional kines program strong base of lecture classes gives foundation)  FSCP requires different layeringImprove academic skills that will also be needed as pro for continuing education; national cert prepFramework draw/meet needs of non-traditional student: current kines majors, veterans, re-entry students, HS students
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PRIORITY TOPICS
Interactive Strategies

Professionalism
• Communication (written/verbal)
• Self-reflection
• Scope of Practice
• Accountability
• Interpersonal: rapport, trust-building, eye 

contact

• Energy systems
• Neuromuscular system/contraction
• Fitness training principles

• Monitor overload via heart rate response

• IFT Model

Application of Scientific Concepts

• Active lifestyle
• Correct technique for cardio, muscular 

strength/endurance, and flexibility activities

• Exam prep
• Reading textbook
• Critical-thinking/higher-order thinking skills
• Metacognition
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Demonstration

Enhance Academic Skills

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each person reviewed the knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) for the ACE and ACSM personal trainer national certifications and ranked priority topics for our programI compiled a giant master list
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RESEARCH

Pedagogy: “the 
interactions between 
teachers, students and 
the learning 
environment and tasks”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pedagogy definitionRead 6 booksStopped counting the number of articles after 35Visited a number of ‘academic study centers’ at major universitiesHere are a few highlights of what I learned and how they’ve been used to date
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ACADEMIC SKILLS
Metacognition
Metacognition s the ability to:
• think about thinking
• be consciously aware of oneself as a problem solver
• monitor and control one’s mental processing (e.g. “Am I 

understanding this material?”)
• accurately judge one’s level of learning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
M are skill sets that can be taught; as professionals, we have these skills.How do we help FSC students to learn these?Study cycle; intense study sessions
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ACADEMIC SKILLS: LEARNING LEVELS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategies to help students move up to higher learning levels within vocational settings for contentPRODUCT:  Metacognition slide presentation; student handouts; video tutorials and handouts for concept mapping, note taking (35 minutes)



Chapter Map: provides a quick way to outline a chapter; shows relationships among concepts. (it doesn’t matter 
how you design a map; your brain is making more connections every time you review or add new information)

Title of Chapter

Primary Headings

Subheadings
Secondary Subheadings
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ACTIVE 
INSTRUCTIONAL 

STRATEGIES
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G
uided Self-D

iscovery M
odule

Discover Prompt: How might a fitness specialist use this information in their work?
Q1: What are a few examples of ‘needs placed on muscles’? Expected answer: resistance training
Q2: Describe an example of when a muscle would need to generate more force.  Expected answer: lifting more weight 

or doing an exercise for the first time
Q3: What is the connection between needing more force and the number of muscle cells innervated or the size of a 

motor unit? Expected answer: if more force is needed, more motor units are needed and/or larger motor units are 
needed

Discover Prompt: Given the physiology of how the nervous system interacts with the muscular system . . .
Q4: What might be happening physiologically with respect to the what, where, when for a beginning exerciser? 

Expected answer: a beginner would recruit more motor units overall from strength training; and specific units based 
on what exercises are chosen

Equipment: 5-lb muscle model
Learning goal: Connect motor 
unit recruitment concept to 
fitness training activities
Preparation: Define concepts: 
innervation; gross movements; 
size matters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* Innervates – sends impulse to stimulate movement* Small and large motor units; size matters* Spread through a muscle * ‘large or gross’ movements or small/accurate movement at a specific angleIndividual answers; followed by pair/share to compare answers; large-group report out; Key summary points from instructor:Resistance training and variation of movements recruits more motor units and in different waysBeginning exercisers: lots of neuromuscular adaptations the first 6-8 weeks to ‘activate’ the motor unitsThus, movement mechanics are key areas in which to focus (HOW is important)Craft ‘explanation script’ to mock beginning exerciser; role-play with partner/switch
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MOVEMENT STATION CARDS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lessons spilling over into my other coursesSharon brainstorm
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NEXT STEPS 
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• Pilot activities this semester
• Present at next ESW Dept. Meeting

• Summarize other program 
findings

• Post materials in ESW cloud 
folder

• Update curriculum
• Apply minimal reassigned time 

Sp19 
• Consult with Dean Ayala, CTE
• Meet with Lorena Ruggero

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Projected timeline was to share/refine during summerWasn’t realistic given adjunct faculty (not paid for summer)Sheer volume of strategiesMeet individually with adjunct faculty



THANK YOU!
Beth Kelley +1 619-644-7405

beth.kelley@gcccd.edu

www.grossmont.edu/beth.kelley

WOODGROVE
BANK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
30th year teachingOne of the most rewarding activities because did I learn a lot, this is valuable information of use to my department
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